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Abstract EPR and optical ( 4 f 4  photoluminescence and photoluminescence excihdon) speara 
due to Er centres are studied on bulk &Se crystals, which were gmwn by the high-pressure 
Bridgman technique and doped with ErF? (and pMly. in addition. with Liz-) during crystal 
growth. Besides the well known. almost isotropic signal with 8 = 5.94, which has been assigned 
to isolated E*+ on Zn lattice sires. we observe three strongly anisotropic EPR s p c h a  (A, B and 
B') which are due to haositions in non-cubic Er'+ (spectrum A) and @+ (specua B and B') 
centres. The symmetry axes of these centres have directions close to (111) (A) and parallel to 
( I  10) @ and B'). The angular dependences of the signals are influenced by twinning effects. 

In the erystals doped with ErF3 alone. only a single type of centre, which is obviously identical 
with the type A EPR cenho, manifests itself in photoluminescence. A crystal-field analysis of 
the companding BPR and optical spectra shows that this antre has a rs-type ground level and 
is chamtenzed by a clystal-field parameter ratio A 6 ( r 6 ) / A j ( / )  = -0.22 We thhk that this 
centre is a complex consisling of E?+ on a Zn site and F on a nearest-neighbour interstitial site. 

The g-factors found for the EPR signals B and B' can be explained on the basis of non- 
Kramers doublet ground levels of E?+ 4fL2 which result from the splitting of cubic rs triplets 
due to non-cubic crystal-field components. These two signals are ascribed (0 E?+ on the two 
zincblende-type interstitial sites, respectively, each forming a complex with some other kind of 
atom on its next-nearest-neighbour interstitial site. 

A discussion is given of the result that the EPR spectra (unlike the optical spectra) were 
detected only in lhe case of Li2C0, codoping. 

1. Introduction 

There is growing interest in rare-earth (RE)-doped semiconductors because of the possibility 
of using 4 f 4 f  optical txansitions in light-emitting semiconductor devices. This is reflected 
by a great number of recent studies especially for III-V and Si hosts [I]. These studies as 
well as earlier work on RES in II-VI material (see the review in 121) show that the 4 f 4 f  
emission efficiency critically depends upon the form in which the RE ions are incorporated 
into the crystal lattice. General experience emerging from these investigations is that 
frequently the highest efficiency is obtained if the RES form complexes with other types 
of defect, introduced, for example, by some kind of codoping. This observation can be 
easily explained on the basis of earlier studies of the 4 f 4 f  excitation mechanism (31. 

On the other hand, detailed investigations of the structure of RE centres in se6icon- 
ductors using EPR have concentrated on cases of isolated substitutional incorporation, with 
rather few exceptions dealing with complex centres [2,4-8]. However, to make progress 
with the optimization of 4 f 4 f  emission efficiency, work on the latter type of centre, which 
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often have lower than cubic symmetry, is necessary. Here it is very important to combine 
the EPR studies with centre-specific optical analysis to obtain data on both the ground and 
the excited 4f multiplets. 

Our present work refers to low-symmetry Er centres in bulk ZnSe crystals using ErF3 
as the dopant, which was chosen in view of the special interest in optical transitions of Er3+ 
in semiconductors [l], and the positive experience with RE halide doping in the case of ZnS 
[2,9]. Part of the studies were made on samples which were additionally codoped with Li, 
in order to suppress broad-band emission which competed with the 4 f4 f  emission in the 
samples doped only with ErF3. These two kinds of sample will be referred to as Er. F/Li 
and Er, F type, respectively, in the following. To obtain complementary information on the 
Er centres, EPR and photoluminescence (PL) as well as 4f4 f  photoluminescence excitation 
(PLE) measurements were made on the same samples. 

One of our most remarkable results is that in the case of doping with ErF3 alone we see a 
single Er centre active in Pt and PLE. This centre is obviously present in high concentrations 
(see section 4). 

2. Samples 

The crystals were grown by the high-pressure Bridgman technique. The starting materials 
were high-purity Merck ZnSe (purity, 99.9999%). Li~C03 (puriss.) and ErF3 (puriss.), all in 
the form of powders. The &Se was subjected to high-vacuum sublimation, and to annealing 
in the presence of excess Zn, for additional purification and adjustment of stoichiomeby, 
respectively. The concentration of ErF3 in the starting material used for the growth of both 
Er, F and Er, FLi crystals was 1.5 mol%. Li2C03 was added in the latter case to give a 
1:l molar ratio of Er:Li. 

Crystal growth was performed in a tapered cylinder-shaped BN crucible, under 100 a h  
Ar pressure, at a temperature of 1530°C which was held for 1 h (homogenization of the 
melt); this was followed by controlled cooling of the melt. The crystals (length, 20 nun; 
diameter, IO mm) exhibited growth twins, as generally found for II-VI crystals obtained 
from the melt under pressure [lo]. These twin planes were parallel to one set of (111) 
planes and extended completely across the crystals, forming an angle of about 45" with the 
growth direction. The distances between neighbouring twin planes were irregular, ranging 
between 0.03 and 5 mm. 

Samples of about 1 mm thickness were cleaved from various p"s of the ingots, and 
( 1  101 cleavage faces were used for the excitation and measurement of the PL and as reference 
planes in the EPR studies. The [OOI J and [I I lJW axes were determined from the angular 
dependences of the well known Fe3+ EPR spectrum [ l  I]. ([l 11Iw denotes the normal to the 
(1 1 I) twin planes.) 

3. Electron paramagnetic resonance spectra 

EPR measurements were performed on the Er, FLi  and Er. F samples. Signals due to Er 
(evidenced by their characteristic hyperfine pattern; I = f )  were only observed in the Er, 
F/Li case, at T = 4 K in the X band (9.4 GHz) and Q band (34 GHz). In all samples 
the strongest signal (to be referred to as signal C) was nearly isotropic with g = 5.94 and 
a hyperfine splitting constant A = 0.0212 T, which could be assigned to the well known 
spectrum of @+ on cubic sites in ZnSe having a r, ground state [4]. The slight anisotropy 
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of this signal is due to the perturbation by a close-lying I18 level [4]. In our case the g-factor 
was determined for Bll[ 11 1Iw, where the regular and the twin-induced spectra coincide and 
the linewidth has a minimum. It should be noted that signals analogous to C have been 
detected for E?+ in other &VI [21 and in ILI-V [12,13] materials. Additionally, three 
strongly anisotropic spectra due to Er were found, namely A, B and B' (figure 1). which 
could be described by transitions based on two different spin Hamiltonians (equation (1) for 
A and equation (2) for B and B') in twinned &Se, characterized by additional symmetry 
of the spectra, about the [ 11 11, axis, within the (1 lo), plane. 

(4 60' 90' 47 , , 3 , ,  ) . I  1 \ I b t 
10011 11121 11111 11101 

rotation angle 8 - rotation angle 0 - 
Figure 1. (a) EPR an%~lar dependence (X band, T = 4 K) for centre A and magnetic field 
B rotated in a (110) plane not containing the [Ill], axis. [OOll is the symmetry axis of the 
s m m  for the p m  cubic ease. (b) EZQ angular dependence (X band: T = 4 K) for centres 
B and B'. Here B was rotated in the (110), plane containing the [I Illv axis which, in this 
case, is the symmetry axis of the spectra I1101 and Il lOl'  refer to the two twin components. 
respectively. rotated through 60° about the [ 11  1Iw axis relalive lo each other. (Only centres with 
axes lying in the (1 I plane we shown.) In both parts of the figure the ranges ofexperimental 
points a~ indicated by broadened cuwes. 

Spectrum A consists of four complexes, each described by a spin Hamiltonian 

HVin = j3B. gS' (1) 
with effective spin S' = f and rhombic g-tensor (j3 is the Bohr magneton, and B the 
magnetic field). Fitting the spectra of figure I(u) to the transitions of (1). one obtains 
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gz = g(llor = 8.877 f 0.001 

g3 = g(112) = 12.032 & 0.001. 

Hence the g-tensor is nearly axial with respect to the (111) directions: gil = gl ? 0; 
gl = i(gl + g3) = 10.5. As discussed in more detail in section 5, Spectrum A is related to 
complexes involving E?+. 

Spectra B and B' can be described by the transitions of a spin Hamiltonian for non- 
Kramers doublets arising from ions with S > 1, subjected to strong axial splitting [14]: 

HSpin=g;pBzS:+ArSi t AyS;+AllI-S'. (2) 

This spin Hamiltonian corresponds to rhomhically distorted axial complexes, where Ax and 
Ay are the splitting factors due to the rhombic field perpendicular to the z symmetry axis, 
with g; = 0. g; = 2Msgll and effective spin S' = i .  ?he Hamiltonian (2) yields transitions 
at the magnetic field strengths 

(0 is the angle between B and the symmetry axis, and A' = A:fA$. From measurements 
at two microwave frequencies v (= 9.4 and 34 GHz), one obtains 

g;((B) = 13.46zk0.01 

g;(B') = 10.95 & 0.01 All 0.0219 T 

A = (560 i 10) x lo4 cm-' 

with the z symmetry axis parallel to (110). In section 5 we shall show that the signals B 
and B' are due to centres involving E$+ ions. 

4. 4f-41 photoluminescence and photoluminescence excitation spectra 

Intrinsic excitation of the PL (excitation through the ZnSe energy bands) was performed by 
means of the 514.5 nm line of an Ar* laser. Three bands of sharp 4f4f emission lines were 
studied, which are clearly due to transitions in Er3+ ions, namely transitions from the 419p, 
4F9p and 4S3p multiplets to the 4115p ground multiplet. (These types of intermultiplet 
transition were also observed in earlier work on ZnSe:Er, for example [4,15,16].) This 
sharp-line PL was partly superimposed by broad-band emission, especially in the Er, F case; 
the latrer was greatly reduced by the Li coacrivation. 

The 4 f 4 f  emission was also studied using 4f-4f excitation between individual Stark 
components instead of the integral excitation considered before. This was done in the 
4115/2 -+ 4F9,2 transition range, with the aid of a dye laser (dye DCM). This is the usual 
procedure of site-selective (centre-selective) spectroscopy [2]. The remarkable point is that, 
in the Er, F-type samples, only a single centre was found to be active in luminescence, 
which is an unusual situation for II-VI systems [2]. This is demonstrated in figure 2, where 
the 4F9/2 + 4115/z PL spectrum is compared for integral and selective 4 f 4 f  excitation. 
The concentration of this centre, which was also seen in 4 f 4 f  absorption, was estimated to 
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Figure 2. Comparison of the &+ ‘Igp --t ‘l15,2 PL spectrum of a &Se:&, F sample for 
integral (514.5 nm At+ laser) excitation and ‘centre-selective’ 4f-4f (‘Itsp + iFgp. transition 
4 (figure 4)) dye laser excitation, demonshating that in these samples a single centre contributes 
to the 4f-4f emission (T = 1.8 K). 

be of the order of IOl9 The single-centre result was checked by looking at various 
intermultiplet PL transitions under excitation into different 4F9/2 Stark components, and by 
measuring 4 f 4 f  P E  spectra monitoring various combinations of Stark components in the 
4F9/2 + ‘ I15p  and 419p + 4115/2 PL transitions. Examples are given in figure 3. 

From these results, consistent data on the 4f energy spectrum of that centre including 
the 4F9/2 and ‘115/2 Stark splittings were derived, and this is depicted io figure 4. 

It is immediately evident from these data that we are dealing with a centre of lower than 
cubic symmetry. For cubic (tetrahedral) synunetxy the 4F9,1 and 4115p levels of the free 
E?+ ion split into three (r, +2r8) and five (rs + r7 +3rg) components, respectively [17]. 
Instead, in our experimental spectra we see five and eight components respectively. These 
are exactly the numbers of components expected for J = p and .I = $ levels in a non- 
cubic centre, where each of the cubic rg levels is additionally split into two components. 
In section 5 we shall argue that the centres under discussion are identical with the type A 
centres detected in the EPR spectra. 

For the Er, F/Li samples we see other types of Er‘+ centre in addition to the centres 
occurring in the Er, F case. This is shown in figure 5. The additional centres have not been 
analysed in detail so far by optical spectroscopy. 

5. Discussion of the types of centre 

As a starting point of our discussion we shall use the level diagrams of Lea, Leask and 
Wolf (LLW) [17] referring to cubic symmetry. For the non-cubic centres this procedure 
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(.) wavmumbs(cm.l) -t 

Flgure 3. (U) 4 f 4 f  PLE spectra and (b) 4f-V PL spectra under 4 f 4 f  excitation of the &+ 
antres (A) occuning in the ZnSe:Er, F samples. The numbers on the lines refer to the labelling 
of Vansitions in figure 4. For each s p c ”  Lhe eansition monitored (mon) or used forexcitaion 
(ex)  is indicated. Phonon-assisted transitions are denoted by PA (T = 1.8 K). 

(which has been employed in earlier work on similar systems 15.61) will be justified if the 
non-cubic crystal-field components are not too strong. In this case we can also expect that 
the g-tensor components 811 and g~ of axial centres are related to the corresponding ‘cubic’ 

For centres involving E.?+ the EPR data refer to the lowest 411~/2 crystal-field component 
values gc through gc = ;(gl + Zg,). 
(figure 6). If this component is one of the Kramers doublets r6 and r7, we have 

gc = 2gL(rilJzlri) i = 6 or 7 

since the r6 and r7 wavefunctions and, hence, the matrix elements of the angular moment 
component 4 are determined by symmetry alone [17]. Here gL is the Land6 splitting factor, 
which has the value $ for a ‘pure’ 4115,2 state. Thus one obtains g, = 6.8 and g, = 6.0 for 
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Figure 3. (Continued) 

r6 and r7 states, respectively. In the following we discuss the individual centres, starting 
from the respective EPR signals. 

5.1. Centre C 

Because centre C has a g-value only slightly Iess than 6.0 it is concluded that one is dealing 
with a r7 ground level. According to figure 6, this implies that W > 0 and -1 < x < -0.46 
for the parameters introduced by LLW 1171. The detailed analysis of this signal given in 141 
leads to x = -0.71. In agreement with [4] we assign this signal to (isolated) E?+ ions on 
Zn sites. W e  also find a slight anisotropy of spectrum C originating from a close-lying r s  
level. Compared with [4], this angular dependence is modified by the presence of twinning 
in our case. 

5.2. Centre A 

For this @+ centre the averaged g-value 2gl) is found to be 6.97 (cf. section 3). 
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Figure 4. 41 energy spectrum of the @+ centre manifesting itself in the PL and PE spectra, 
including the ansitions observed in experiment and the assignments to 'cubic' crystal-field 
components (energies in reciprocal centimetres). 

I I 1 I I I 

wavenumber ( em-' ) -t 

Figure 5. Comparison of the PL spectra of a ZnSeEr, F and aZnSe:Er. F/Li sample in the range 
of the E$* 4S3/? + 'IS,~ m i t i o n s  measured with integral (514.5 nm Art laser) excitation 
(T = 1.8 K). In the ZnSe:Er,Li spectrum the sharp lines between 18230 and 18500 cm-l 
are assigned to the pure electronic hansitions 18-24 (figure 4). while the broad line about 
18 190 em" is probably due to phonon-3ssisted transitions. 

This result, together with the optical data to be discussed below, indicates that we are 
concerned with a r6 'cubic parent' ground level, which implies that -0.4 4 x < +0.6, 
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I '  E 

-1 .O 

I I J 
Figure 6. u w  diagram [I71 describing the splilting of a J = 1512 level in a crystal field of 
cubic (tetrahedral) symmehy. 

W 5 0 (figure 6) .  
The results of the optical studies (figures 2-4) can also be interpreted on the basis of a 

non-cubic centre having a r6 parent ground level. Looking at the 4 1 1 5 p  Stark components 
(figure 4) we see that there are three 'doublets' having a relatively small separation of 
components (indicated by curly brackets). It seems natural to assign these doublets to I'8 
levels split by the non-cubic perturbation. So, for x N -0.3 we get an order of parent states 
consistent with figure 4, in which the corresponding assignment of the 4 1 ~ ~ p  components is 
indicated. This x-value implies that A z A6(r6)/A4(r4) = -0.22 for the ratio of the cubic 
crystal-field parameters. 

Similar arguments can be applied to the 4F9/2 levels observed optically, where the 
assignment to r8 doublets is still more suggestive (figures 3 and 4). Using the above A- 
value and Stevens parameters given in [IS], we get x = 0.7, W < 0, for the cubic Stark 
splitting of 'Fsp, which yields the level order rs-r7-r*, while the situation observed in 
experiment (r,-ra-rS (figure 4)) requires x Y 0.87, W < 0. We feel that the inclusion 
of non-cubic crystal-field terms can remove this small discrepancy. Unfortunately, owing 
to the large number of crystal-field parameters in the non-cubic case, a more quantitative 
discussion cannot be given. 

These results indicate that the centre observed in the PL and PLE spectra is identical with 
centre A seen in EPR. 

We think that the most plausible model for centre A is a complex consisting of an Er3+ 
ion on a Zn site and a negatively charged F ion on a nearest-neighbour (NN) interstitial site 
(interstitial site surrounded by three Zn ions and the Er ion). The symmetry axes of such 
complexes, with the ions in ideal positions, are parallel to (1 11).  Small distortions of these 
high-symmetry configurations such as found for other deep-impurity systems [I91 should 
be responsible for the rhombic character of the g-tensor. For a complex of that kind, gI1 is 
expected [20] to be smaller than gL. in agreement with our experimental result. 

The present model is supported by the fact that the signs of the x -  and W-values coincide 
with those found for the isolated E?+ on Zn sites (centre C). This means that in the quasi- 
cubic framework we have A4(r4) < 0 and A6(r6) 5 0 also for centre A. On the other hand, 
for the parameter A introduced above, we have a value of much smaller magnitude in case 
C ( A  = -0.037 from the data 141). The increase in [AI obtained when adding an F ion to 
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the centre is consistent with the experience from work on non-cubic rare-earth centres in 
ionic hosts [21] which indicates an appreciable decrease in IA4(r4)1 and increase in IAs(r6)) 
occurring owing to an axial perturbation. 

A situation analogous to that for centre A has been met in EPR studies of the system 
ZnTe:Er, P [6] where E$+ centres with (111) symmetry axes and rs-like ground levels 
have been observed. These centres have been identified as Er on Zn sites associated with P 
on NN Te sites. Thus these centres differ from our A-centre assignment in that the disturbed 
NN chalcogen tetrahedron instead of the NN interstitial site tetrahedron is involved. The 
presence of a r6-like ground level for the Er-P centre implies similar x -  and h-values as in 
our case, with an analogous physical reason for theu deviation from those of the isolated 
Erzn r7-type centre. 

5.3. Centres B and B' 

Spectra described by a spin Hamiltonian of the form (2) with gl = 0 may be observed in 
the case of non-Kramers doublets, as arising from RE ions with integral J [14]. Therefore 
we assume that spectra B and B' are due to near-axial complexes of Er'+. 

-1 0 

F l p  7. LLW diagram 117) descnzining lhe splitting of a J = 6 level in a crystal field of cubic 
symmetry. 

The LLW diagram (figure 7) shows that for J = 6 there are three triplets r4. rt) and 
I'f) (effective spin S = I), each splitting into a singlet and a doublet due to an axial 
perturbation. 

An additional rhombic crystal-field component V; has matrix elements between the 
MS = 0 and MS = f l  states, giving an allowed transition between the latter, with 
g; = 4g~(rslJ,(I'5), if the oscillatory magnetic field at resonance has a component along 
the z axis 1141. From the g;-values found experimentally (section 3) we get 

(rsiJzir3)B = 2.89 (rsiJzp-s)Br = 2.35. 

On the basis of the J = 6 wavefunctions given by LLW [17], one obtains such values for 
a F!) ground-state triplet (W > 0) with x = 0.5 and x = -0.45, respectively. The case 
W > 0, x > 0, may be realized for E?+ on an interstitial site with four positively charged 
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nearest-neighbour ions, whereas the case W > 0. x c 0, should occur for interstitials 
coordinated by four negatively charged ions. This result is based on the structure of the 
two types of zincblende interstitial site, for which the NX ionic tetrahedron and the next- 
nearest-neighbour @W” ionic octahedron are thought to dominate the crystal field [2], and 
on Tm3+ Stevens parameters, which should agree with those of E$+ with respect to the 
signs. It may be assumed, therefore, that the ErZ+ ions are on both types of interstitial 
site, each strongly disturbed by axial fields in (110) directions. These fields could be due 
to association with atoms on N” interstitial sites, i.e. interstitial sites of the same type as 
occupied by the Est in each of the two cases. In addition to F ions, partner ions related 
to the LixCO3 codoping may be involved in the cenlres B and B’. The latter variant would 
explain why the respective EPR signals were not found in the Er, F samples. 

6. Concluding discussion 

Four signals have been observed in our EPR studies. 

(1) Signal C, which is already known from earlier work [4], is very probably due to 
isolated E?+ on Zn sites. 

(2) Signal A is assigned to E$+ on Zn sites associated with F on a NN interstitial site 
(interstitial site surrounded by three Zn atoms and the Er). 

(3) Signal B and (4) signal B’ are attributed to complexes which consist of EI? on 
interstitial sites surrounded by four NN Zn and four NN Se atoms, respectively. and a partner 
atom on the NNN interstitial site (interstitial site of the same type in each case). 

Centre A has been detected also in our optical measurements, which have given 
information on its 4f energy spechum. 

Our results suggest the presence of interstitial Er in the 2+ state, which obviously 
implies that the respective ground levels are below the conduction band edge. A trend 
toward deep-lying 2+ levels occumng at the end of the lanthanide series has been predicted 
for substitutional site occupation [ZZ, 231, and this is consistent with available experimental 
data [24]. For RE interstitials there have been, so far, no theoretical discussions concerning 
this point; however, recent experimental work on ZnS:Tm [7l establishes the presence of 
interstitials in the 2+ state for Tm. which is adjacent to Er in the periodic table. On the 
other hand, it should be emphasized that the position of RE ground levels relative to the 
energy bands should significantly depend on the host material as well as on the structure 
and the constituents of complex centres. In particular, we think that the observation of 
E?+ interstitial complex centres in ZnSe [4) and ZnTe [6] is consistent with our results 
concerning centres B and B’. 

Let us finally comment on the fact that EPR signals were observed only in the case 
of Li2COj codoping. For centres B, B’ and C the probable reason is that the respective 
concentrations were too low in the Er, F samples. This is not surprising in case C, since 
for isolated substitutional centres it has been found earlier [6] that acceptor codoping is 
necessary for the incorporation of significant concentrations. On the other hand, centres B 
and B’ may be absent in the Er, F cases, because codopant atoms are likely to be constituents 
of these complexes. 

A real puzzle is the absence of type A EPR signals in the Er, F samples, as confronted 
with the result that the corresponding optical spectra were found with and without Li2C0, 
codoping, the latter giving evidence of high concentrations of the type A centres. The 
only possible way of interpretation seems to be a significant broadening of EPR lines in 
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the Er, F case due to relatively shon spin-lattice relaxation times (smaller than s). 
Such a shortening could arise from the interaction of 4f spins with electronic states outside 
the 4f shell considered, which have energies close to the ZnSe conduction band (possibly 
donor-type states). Li codoping would compensate (empty) these states, thus reducing the 
linewidth and enabling the EPR signals to be observed. If the overlap of those orbitals with 
the 4f shell is insignificant, the optical spectra should agree in the two cases as found in 
experiment (figure 5). 
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